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MINUTES 

 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

BOARD OF REGENTS 
 

Academic and Student Affairs Committee 
 

Thursday, May 13, 2021 
 
 
Call to Order and Attendance 
 
Committee Chair Regent Zeeck called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m. 
 
Assistant Secretary Tennant called the roll. Present by videoconference and telephone were the Regents: 
Regents Zeeck (Chair), Ayer, Benoliel, Harrell, Jaech, MacPhee, Pogosian, Rice, Riojas, Tamaki; President 
Cauce, Provost Richards, the Secretary. 
 
Approval of Minutes 
 
Regent Zeeck announced that, hearing no objections, the minutes from the Committee meeting on April 8, 
2021, were approved, as distributed. 
 
Academic and Administrative Appointments (Action) (Item No. A–1) 
Approve Changes to Enrollment Rules, Chapters 478-160 and 478-161 Washington Administrative Code 
(Action) (Item No. A–2) 
 
Hearing no objections or questions, Regent Zeeck announced that Items A–1 and A–2 would appear on the 
full Board’s consent agenda, as distributed. Regent Pogosian abstained from Item A–1. 
 
See Attachments A–1 and A–2. 
 
COVID-19 Instructional Update (Information) (Item No. A–3) 
 
Provost Richards reported that enrollment figures predict a strong mix of resident, non-resident, and 
international students. The UW will likely attain its goals for resident and non-resident U.S. enrollment at a 
time when many universities are unable to attain theirs. Enrollment at the Bothell campus is likely to be in 
line with goals, and at the Tacoma campus slightly below goals. Diversity figures track to last year. The UW 
is well-placed for an in-person Autumn Quarter. Many questions are coming in, but current public health 
modeling is auspicious. Planning has been guided by the administration’s commitment to safety through 
scientific guidance, the pursuit of the University’s core teaching mission, and realizing the pedagogical 
benefits of remote learning and student services. Because the vaccines are being administered under an 
emergency use authorization, the vaccine requirement will be susceptible to the usual religious and 
philosophical exemptions. Masking will be required, in line with guidance from the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention. Many members of the University community are exhausted and will recover 
slowly, making physical and mental health prime concerns. He concluded by noting that the faculty 
responded magnificently to this crisis: their flexibility and dedication saved the University’s teaching 
mission. He has no doubt that the new normal will be a better normal. 
 
See Attachment A–3. 
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Undergraduate Research at UW and the 24th Annual UW Undergraduate Research Symposium 
(Information) (Item No. A–4) 
 
Ed Taylor, Dean and Vice Provost for Undergraduate Academic Affairs, introduced the item, noting that last 
year was the first virtual symposium. Undergraduate research is at the core of the UW’s teaching mission. It 
is a high impact practice that nourishes the University’s research ecosystem. The quality of the UW’s 
program, which it delivers at scale, reflects decades of dedication from Janice DeCosmo, Associate Dean, 
Undergraduate Academic Affairs. 
 
Ms. DeCosmo related how the program had grown over the past twenty-five years, facilitated by the Mary 
Gates Endowment for undergraduate research scholarships. The program connects students with research 
opportunities. She noted that undergraduate research experience has been demonstrated to have particularly 
positive impact on the success of first-generation, low-income, and under-represented minority students. 
 
Sophie Pierszalowski, Director of the Undergraduate Research Program, described the second year of a 
wholly online research symposium. Attendees will be welcomed into virtual rooms, in which volunteers will 
introduce and play pre-recorded presentations and facilitate discussion. She introduced two presenters, 
Raida Karim, a senior studying computer science, and Daniel G. Chen, a junior studying informatics and 
microbiology. 
 
Mr. Chen is researching immune cells in the blood of COVID-19 patients, examining different severities of 
the disease at the molecular level. There is a huge immunological jump from mild to moderate cases, 
suggesting that successful intervention might best be in preventing mild cases from worsening. In the short 
term, his positive research experience has benefitted his course work. In the long term, he intends to pursue 
an M.D./Ph.D. in computational biology with attention to immunological contexts. 
 
Ms. Karim is researching technological solutions to teenagers’ psychological challenges such as daily stress, 
anxiety, and suicide. Existing solutions are expensive and relatively inaccessible. Self-reporting suffers from 
recall bias. As a result, she has worked to develop an ecological momentary assessment robot. The robot 
assesses mental state and initiates microinterventions. It is cost-effective, scalable, and timely. Her research 
experiences has enabled her to attend conferences and to mentor others as part of the undergraduate research 
program’s outreach efforts. She intends to pursue a Ph.D. in computer science. 
 
Regents praised the inspiring presentations. 
 
Asked whether teenagers preferred robot to human interventions, Ms. Karim replied that younger 
generations spend much of their life interacting with screens and find it easier to share with a robot. Their 
interactions with the robot are more prolonged and provide more accurate data than with human assessors. 
President Cauce invited Ms. Karim to contact her, because her dissertation examined adolescent stress. 
 
Asked how incoming freshmen find out about the program, Ms. DeCosmo explained that participants such 
as Ms. Karim reach out to first-year interest groups (FIGs). In addition, interest is boosted by positive 
references each year in Provost Richards’ convocation speeches. 
 
Asked how the presenters became interested in science, and how this interest might be sparked in others, 
Mr. Chen replied that he entered the UW at 15 through the early entrance program and that his biology 
teacher at the transition school personalized science in a way that drew him in. 
 
Provost Richards believes that the UW has the best undergraduate research program of large, public 
universities. Undergraduate research advances student careers and the UW’s research mission by increasing 
its “army” of researchers. President Cauce added that students learn how to learn, a skill that will become 
still more indispensable in the future. 
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Regents and others present offered virtual applause to the student presenters. 
 
See Attachment A–4. 
 
Student Regent Presentation (Information) (Item No. A–5) 
 
Regent Pogosian explained that she is passionate about so much that she asked her colleagues what they 
wished to learn. As a result, her presentation focuses on the pandemic’s impact on education, asking which 
practices might be helpfully continued in a post-pandemic future. She then talked Regents through the 
attached presentation, summarizing the results of an all-campus survey to which 3,700 students responded, a 
response rate of 7 percent. Her conclusions are tentative, an invitation to further study. Graduate students 
and commuting students had mostly positive opinions of remote instruction, as did Bothell and Tacoma 
students. Seattle students were generally less positive about remote instruction. Analysis of an open-ended 
question revealed three key themes: 

1) accessibility, especially as manifested in virtual office hours and the availability of lecture 
recordings; 

2) flexibility, meaning asynchronous participation options and instructors’ leniency with respect to 
deadlines and requirements; and, 

3) use of technology, which students interpreted as assignment-focused course structures, efficient use 
of the Canvas platform and other tools, and, in particular, open-note and open-book online 
examinations. 

 
Regent Pogosian also sought faculty perspectives, because it is ultimately the faculty that determines what 
happens in the classroom. A faculty panel responded similarly to the same questions as students, but 
expressed in addition some concerns about student discomfort with recorded discussions, about the 
difficulties of managing synchronous and asynchronous participation in the same course, and about 
compensation for the additional labor of learning new pedagogical approaches. She encouraged the 
administration to continue to study the educational consequences of the pandemic, with attention to 
differences among student populations and among campuses of the University, and perhaps to launch pilot 
programs to verify results. She concluded by asking Regents how they envisioned post-pandemic education 
and how the University’s financial model might shift in a post-pandemic world. 
 
Asked about the potential chilling effect of recorded lectures, President Cauce understands the fears of some 
faculty members. At the same time as students clamor for recordings for reasons of accessibility, political 
organizations are asking students to record professors for political purposes. The legal environment around 
students’ social media posts is evolving. She believes that one solution, which she has adopted, is to record 
only the lecture portion of a class, omitting discussion. She takes faculty concerns seriously. 
 
Asked what surprised her about the results, Regent Pogosian replied that she was struck by the disparate 
responses across campuses and disciplines. 
 
Asked whether the flipped classroom might become the default mode of instruction, Provost Richards 
replied that the University offers many tools, from lecture-capture technology to instruction to peer-
mentoring. The UW has capacity to support even greater use of flipped-classroom instruction. 
 
Asked whether hybrid educational models were the future of education, President Cauce stated that she 
believes that one size does not fit all. Classrooms can be flipped, while retaining some traditional lecture 
courses for those who prefer these, especially in large, introductory courses that are offered multiple times 
each year. If her generation is used to an album model of content consumption, current generations are 
accustomed to playlists, and may wish to choose alternate models such as two years on campus, followed by 
two years of hybrid or remote instruction. 
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Regent Pogosian introduced her student panel, to provide personal depth to her survey results. Maliya 
Jackson is a first-year undergraduate in American Ethnic Studies at UW Bothell. She has found recorded 
lectures helpful and, in general, how professors have rethought instruction. She hopes that online forms of 
peer review will be retained in the post-pandemic future. Cathy Pick is a undergraduate student in the 
Milgard School of Business at UW Tacoma. She has appreciated professors’ flexibility this year, as she has 
navigated both her and her fifth-grader’s remote instruction. She hopes that these more empathetic practices 
continue into the post-pandemic future, because some students are parents, workers, spouses, or have 
additional responsibilities. She believes that she has gained marketable business skills through hybrid 
instruction. Colby Tong is a third-year undergraduate on the Seattle campus. Remote instruction has freed 
him from an hour and a half commute, unlocking greater productivity. He has found classroom engagement 
challenging, and noted a lack of energy and disconnection among student groups. In-class polls and 
breakout rooms have been helpful. Michael Guyumdzhyan is a student in the School of Dentistry. While he 
has missed some of the energy of hands-on instruction, the convenience of remote instruction has not 
undermined active learning. Above all, he misses the serendipitous encounters with other health-sciences 
students in the Health Sciences Building. Fatima Ali is a rising fourth-year student in the School of 
Medicine. She was supposed to have begun her clinical rotation in March 2020, although this was deferred 
to the end of June 2020. The duration of the rotations was reduced to enable students to graduate on time. 
The grading system was adjusted to put greater weight on clinical training than standardized examinations. 
She hopes that this last practice will continue into the future. 
 
Asked whether apparent greater satisfaction with remote instruction on the Bothell and Tacoma campuses 
reflects different teaching practices, rather than distinct student populations, Regent Pogosian replied that 
this might be an area of future study. 
 
Faculty Senate Chair Professor Robin Angotti observed that the faculty is thinking about all of these issues. 
It is good to hear that students are, as well. She thanked Regent Pogosian for a great presentation. Regents 
agreed and offered virtual applause. 
 
See Attachment A–5. 
 
Adjourn 
 

Hearing no other business to come before the Committee, Regent Zeeck adjourned the Academic and 
Student Affairs Committee meeting at 9:55 a.m. 
 
  Approved at the meeting of the Committee on June 10, 2021. 


